
In general archery retailers focus
on every aspect involved in the
sport of bowhunting from the

bow and arrow and the numerous
required or desired accessories to
clothing and boots. The gaps are
filled in with targets, scents, optics,
knives, stands, blinds and as an auc-
tioneer might say, “Other items too
numerous to mention.”  Many shops
even offer tools for the transporta-
tion of the game from the field such
as offering deer drags and deer carts
of various designs and sizes. In many
ways archery shops seem to have the
sport covered from A to Z. However
upon closer examination we might
find that sometimes we miss a few
profitable letters. The thrill of the
hunt is not concluded with the tak-
ing of a game animal, the snapping
of a few photos or a trip to the taxi-
dermist. For most hunters there is
the final task of processing the ani-
mal for the table. 

While some hunters may simply
turn over the entire job of skinning
and cutting up the animal to a meat
processor many others do the skin-
ning and cutting but turn to a
processor to do the slicing and
grinding plus preparing specialty
products such as jerky, baloney or
sausage. Still others do the entire job
themselves. No matter how your
customers fit into the aforemen-
tioned categories offering the equip-
ment required to process game gives
you an additional opportunity to
bring people through the door and
generate additional sales. 

Personally I have always
processed my own game for several
reasons. First, my wife is extra fussy
about keeping things clean and
making sure the meat is handled
properly from the field to the table
and the best way to do that is to do it
yourself. Second, it is expensive to
have any large game processed.
Third, if you have any meat products

made at a processor it is done in
large batches meaning you do not
necessarily get your own meat back
and you often must order in larger
quantities than you actually need.
Processing your own game elimi-
nates all of those concerns.

While I have processed my own
game for years I quickly learned I
needed a few tools in addition to a
knife and saw to do it right. The first
two basic tools required are a grinder
and a meat slicer. The grinder allows
me to make hamburger or sausage,
baloney, etc. When it came to slicing
meat thicker for steaks or very thin
for quick fry steak sandwiches I
found when trying to use a conven-
tional knife I started out thin and
wound up thick at the other end of
the slice. A meat slicer compensated
for that minor lack of skill.

Owning these two basic tools
allowed me to not only do the job

right but also to balance out the end
product according to my needs and
desires. In the past if I wanted
sausage or baloney I had to take “X”
pounds of meat to the processor as
most have a minimum required to
process. Then, I didn't get my own
meat back and if I didn't like the
processor’s recipe I was stuck with a
product I didn't like but had to pay
good money for anyway. Using my
own grinder allowed my wife and I to
try different recipes in smaller quan-
tities until we found the one we
liked. Also the fact that I prefer hot
and spicy and she likes mild allowed
us to make some of each when doing
it ourselves which would have been
difficult if not impossible when
working with a processor.

I handle enough deer each year
that I knew I would not be happy
with a simple grinding attachment
for my wife’s mixer or a cheap slicer
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Be an A-Z Bowhunting Retailer

Ray Weasner (left) shows his selection of meat processing equipment to customers Ken
and Kathy  Pignotti. Weasner has dedicated a section of his Bloomville, Ohio archery pro
shop to processing equipment and spices and kits that his customers use to process their
own game.
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from a big box store so I looked
around for a professional source of
equipment and found LEM
Products.

LEM was founded in 1991 by
Larry E. Metz (that’s right…LEM)
with a simple idea. He wanted to
provide the equipment, supplies,
and simple know how to anyone
interested in processing their own
game. As a former meat cutter and
avid hunter, Larry brought a unique
insight to product development, lay-
ing the ground work for a complete
line of quality equipment, supplies
and seasonings that meet the needs
of big game hunters and home
processors everywhere. Larry’s pas-
sion in the quality and design of his
products has made LEM a bench-
mark for the game processing indus-
try. 

LEM’s line of meat grinders
offers five models with built-in
motor designs of .25 to 1.5 horse-
power. Personally I have found the
#8 model with a .35 HP motor that
grinds about 6 pounds per minute
suits my needs very well. The

grinders are compact for ease of
storage with a built-in handle that
makes them easy to move. The
smooth square exterior housing
allows for ease of cleaning. All
grinders come with full metal gear-
ing, roller bearings and stainless
steel grinding plates. Also included
are three stuffing tubes, a meat
stomper and stainless steel meat
tray. All LEM grinders also feature a
unique high capacity auger known
as the “Big Bite.” The Big Bite auger
design allows for processing times 30
to 50 percent faster than that of con-
ventional augers which cuts any job
down to size especially when pro-
cessing several deer at one time or
larger animals such as a moose or
elk.

While LEM offers commercial
slicers I found the smaller 7-1/2
slicer works great for processing
deer. It has a cast steel base with an
aluminum housing. The detachable
hand guard/meat pusher removes
for ease of cleaning and rubber feet
keep it from sliding when in use. It
makes a hard job easy. 

All of this may be interesting but
what does it mean to you as a pro
shop or sporting goods store owner?
All of the same reasons that applied
to me as an individual apply to your
customers as well. Offering basic
meat processing equipment in your
shop opens the door for expanded
sales. For proof of that fact you need
look no further than Weasner
Archery located in Bloomville, Ohio.
For those of you that may think you
have heard that name before
Weasner Archery was featured as a
dealer profile in the September 2009
issue of ArrowTrade magazine, with
Owner Ray Weasner gracing the
cover.

Weasner has been selling meat
processing equipment, seasonings
and processing kits in his shop for
several years. “I got into it by acci-
dent,” Ray explained. “I do a lot of
hunting and have always processed
my own game so I could control the
quality and also to have the flexibili-
ty to make the types of products my
family and I enjoy the most. One day
after processing a batch of deer
baloney I put some pieces on a plate
and placed them on the counter. It
was not long before guys were snack-
ing on them and licking their chops.
Everyone enjoyed it so much that
every time I made a batch I would
take some into the shop and soon
people were asking where I got it
because they wanted to buy some.
When I told them I made it myself
and it was easy they couldn’t believe
it. But when I told them that they
could make it themselves they really
got interested. One thing led to
another and before I knew it I was
stocking grinders, slicers, dehydra-
tors, jerky kits and jerky shooters.
Soon I added season packets, kits,
casings and ground meat bags.
Today I have a full display of meat
processing equipment and products.
Many of my customers now process
their own game and we have become
their source for equipment and sup-
plies. Adding the meat processing

By Business Editor John Kasun

LEM offers a series of grinders in various sizes and power ratings allowing the user to
match the grinder to his specific needs. These compact, powerful and efficient grinders
are ideally suited for the hunter that desires to process his own wild game. The same
units can be used to stuff sausage casings.
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line to our inventory has also
brought us customers who are not
bowhunters but gun hunters who
were also interested in processing
their own meat. Many of those have
now become regular customers buy-
ing other items we offer as well,
resulting in a growing customer
base.” 

Bowhunters are gadget people
and most have a do-it-yourself men-
tality. For those that do not now
process their own game it is a small
step and when you take into consid-
eration the cost to have big game
processed commercially the equip-
ment required quickly pays for itself.
Introducing your customers to the
world of meat processing is another
way to illustrate that you are a com-
plete pro shop that provides for all of
their hunting needs from A to Z.  

LEM offers a complete line of

meat processing equipment,
spices, rubs, wrapping mater-
ial and related accessories.
They also offer a series of
books on sausage making,
smoking, meat preparation,
recipes and home harvest
information that act as a
guide for people unfamiliar
with the process.    

For more information on
all of LEM’s products phone
(877) 536-7763. You may also
contact the Sportco manufac-
turers representative for your
area or call Sportco Marketing
at (800) 257-4927. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and regular writing
duties with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is
an outdoor seminar speaker and a
business consultant with experience

in corporations large and small. He
can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

LEM’s compact 7- 1/2 meat slicer does an excellent
job of producing evenly sliced meat from thickness
of just over half an inch to paper thin. The slicer is
quick and easy to use and cleans up in a snap.
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Introducing your unfair advantage. When extreme conditions and a 
wall hanger are staring you in the face, you want your equipment 

to perform—when you need it. This bow delivers. 
Reliability. Speed. Performance. Energy. 
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 • 34 1/16˝ ATA
 • 6 1/2˝ BH 
 • Up to 347 FPS
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